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This book is dedicated to the love of cats.
A journey from not knowing much about our 4-legged family members,
to one of understanding, there’s still lots to learn.
I am smitten by their grace and devotion.
If you love and respect them, only then will they do so in return.
They truly make me a better person.
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Introduction to this book.
Our First Cat
Or as I like to call him, our practice cat.

I had cats growing up and somehow; they survived for a short time. Don’t think
my parents knew much about cats. They were just animals. Classified as pets but
belonged outside at night. Never allowed on the furniture unless they were on
someone’s lap.
When my last young cat got hit by a car, I didn’t bother to ask for another. I was
graduating and leaving home in a year. My parents didn’t need to be saddled with
a cat after I left.
Until we bought a house, we could not consider getting a cat. The wait was over
and in 1970 we started looking. My mother-in-law knew I wanted a male yellow
cat. She worked at a bank and one of her customers came in announcing she had
kittens to giveaway. Not ready for homes yet, but she hoped to get them placed
prior.
No yellow cats, but she had a white male. Did we want it? Yes, we’ll take him. By
the end of April, we became the proud parents of a very tiny kitten. Barely able to
navigate the sculptured carpet (yes, in 1970 they had them).
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We named him Trip, don’t ask me why… it just sounded cool. Tripper for short! It
flowed off the tongue much easier.
So, our journey began with Tripper. The more I learned over the years, I assume
he may have been 3 weeks old. Far too young to be taken from his mother.
I picked him up and put him in my pocket as he tried to follow me. The tiny little
kitten became a super good-looking cat weighing in at 11 lbs. A handsome cat.
People mistook him for a female.
Don’t remember buying him kitten food. Alley cats can be a hardy stock, may be
why he made it to adulthood.
He got sick once, don’t remember what was wrong with him. Gave him Pepto
Bismal, he survived. One ingredient it contains is aspirin, not good for cats.
We believed cats needed the freedom of the outdoors to thrive. Also, if you pay
for a pure breed cat, they need to be indoors. Today that makes no sense.
Tripper got tethered outside for a few months during the day. He used to wait
and attack our 3-year-old daughter as she came out the sliding glass door. Great
fun for him, she squealed. When we felt he matured enough, we allowed him
outside during the day without restraint.
His third excursion of not returning home for 72 hours ended. He came home to
eat and leave. The end to his nightlife was over after he was neutered.
As I said earlier, I didn’t know much about cats. Regret not keeping him as an
indoor cat. With his good alley stock genes, he would have lived a lot longer than
13-years.
He had an iron stomach. Was surprised at the garbage he dragged home. And I
mean garbage from cans or bags. He had food available all the time so there was
no excuse for him raiding garbage. He was an excellent mouser. Don’t know if it
was instinct or he was taught by another cat. My indoor cats did encounter a
mouse and none of them tried to catch it.
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Cats number 2 and 3
Those I paid for, so they became indoor cats. ($25 each) Siamese/Persian mix
In 1980, we went looking for white kittens. Siamese kittens are born white or offwhite. Close enough. Six weeks old, they were getting their points and were so
darn cute. They just arrived at the pet store that Saturday morning. Sunday the
store was closed, so not sure what the store’s plans were if we only purchased
one. Didn’t have the heart to take one kitten.

Freckles …

Rascal …
We named them Freckles and Rascal. Freckles got her name from the spotted
markings on her face and front paw. Rascal got her name after we arrived home,
and she lived up to her name. (Seal point Siamese/Persian mix.)
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Rascal ate around the tops of cooling cakes one time and chomped off my 4-inchhigh crocuses. Freckles flew up the curtains and walked along the curtain rods.
Where trouble existed, they found plenty. And both destroyed numerous
bouquets in vases.

Adult Freckles

Adult Rascal

Rules for Tripper vanished with these two. Tripper could only have his front 2 feet
on the table. Cats who came after Tripper had the free run of the counters. Not
that they were welcome, but Siamese just do as they please. No, I never let my
daughter do as she wanted. Big difference, my cats didn’t mix with society.
Cats slept in the garage at night. Freckles had one litter, and we brought her in
the house before the due date. She stayed inside with the kittens until we sold
them. She again slept in the garage.
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Cat number 4
Andrew was a seal point Siamese, we purchased in 1982. We loved the breed.
(Little people with 4 legs and fur.) From Andy on, we gave our cats people's
names. (Cat number 7 was named by breeder.)
Andy loved cats but didn’t care much for people. He fathered a few litters and
was a super dad to the kittens. Soon it became impossible to handle him as a
whole male. Neutered Andy and spayed the females.
No cat slept in the garage after 1986.

Andy was short and stocky. The next bunch of cats came from CFA breeders. CFA
has standards for the Siamese. Hoping breeders care enough to not breed cats
with health issues.
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Cat numbers 5 to 9
Each were female CFA purebred Siamese. Something special with sticking to the
purebreds. You get consistence with personality. Sure, everyone was different,
but Siamese never quit being kittens at heart. A breed that’s in your face and very
verbal. If you can’t stand the chatter and interaction, don’t get a Siamese.

Cat 5 Samantha (Sammy)

Lilac point

Cat 6 Holly (Sammy’s baby)

Blue point

Cat 7 Minamir (Minnie)

Blue point
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Cat 8 Maggie

Lilac point

Cat 9 Molly

Blue point

Cats 1 to 9 have gone to kitty heaven, and each one held a special place in my
heart. Tears and a few frustrations have been my badge of being owned by cats.
Joy and laughter abounded in the home from each one of these 4-legged kids.
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The New Gang
Cat number 10 is a chocolate point Siamese named Lily, acquired in December
2020, at 9 months of age. Cat number 11 is a blue point Siamese named Lucy,
who came to live with us in January 2021 at 4 months old. Both are from long
time (almost 60 years) CFA Siamese breeders @ San-Toi Cattery.
I created the website of Two Felines to follow these kittens into adulthood and
throughout their lives. Giving the reader a glimpse of living with Siamese and
information to the care of cats.
Fifty years of living with cats provided insights of what works and ultimate
challenges.

Cat 10 Lily

Chocolate point

Cat 11 Lucy

Blue point
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Indoor Only Cats
Reasons to keep your cat as indoor only.
If they never go out, they will never miss it.
• In icy climates, a cat can get frostbite on ears and feet.
• Any health issues, such as UTI. You will notice if your cat is going to the litter box
numerous times. If they are outside, you will miss that clue. Diarrhea can go
unnoticed without litter box monitoring.
• Won’t get in neighborhood cat fights.
• Never worry a car will hit them.
• Never have the concern that someone might steal your cat.
• Never have to worry someone might poison your feline.
• You will know where they are.
• You won’t need to worry they will eat grass that was sprayed for insects.
• You know the safety of the water they drink.
• Never have to worry of aggressive dogs chasing your cat.
• Harm can come to cats where they are not welcome on other people’s property.
• You won’t worry of wild animals killing your cat if it’s indoors.
• If they are outside and eat rodents. The rodent could have eaten poison.
• You will know the food they eat is from your own kitchen.
• You will know if their appetite has changed, therefore being able to monitor
their health.
• If they get sick, you will know what they ate last or what they may have ingested
that was not food.
It’s frustrating when pet owners complain of a missing cat. Getting the cat
chipped doesn’t mean someone will return it. A collar could indicate the cat has
an owner. This might get the cat back.
Indoor cats enjoy a greater life span. Open a window and let them breathe in the
fresh air. Less stress for the cat and the owner.
My cat Rascal slipped out one night when returning home after midnight. Didn’t
take inventory and headed straight to bed. Sitting in the living room drinking
morning coffee, not aware she was missing.
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Heard a cat meowing and banging on the front door. I thought, “Wow, that is a
pretty aggressive cat.” Looked out the window. Shocked to see her. Glad she
returned after her few hours out that night. Opened the door as she flew past me
and jumped in the litter box.
Two things from that experience. Indoor cats only relate to a litter box, the great
outdoors isn’t a bathroom for them. Next time take a head count.
When someone broke into our house, we had 3 cats. They had left the backdoor
and gate open. One cat went outside and remained in the backyard. The other 2
stayed in the house. I am sure they remained where they felt safe.

Andy, Sammy, and Rascal enjoying a sunny afternoon.
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Raising Young Kittens
Simple enough. Unless you want them to be sociable. Mother cats can teach them
how to use the litter box and they soon learn to eat solid food. She will teach
them the basic cat hygiene.
A mother cat can be friendly, and maybe her kittens will be the same. But not all
kitten play is acceptable. Is natural for kittens to bite and use their claws. Using
their little weapons on humans is not so nice.
Little teeth can poke in flesh and draw blood. Little claws can dig in and scratch
the recipient at the other end of them, leaving nice long lacerations.
This is where “Mama Cat” also known as you, the person in charge steps in and
starts the approved social behavior.
With having raised several litters, I handled the kittens on day one of their life.
They can’t see or hear at that stage, but they can smell and feel. Your relationship
with the kittens’ mother is important. If it’s good, she will be happy to have you
around at the time of birth.
From day one, the kittens smelled humans. Each day I handled the kittens. I
kissed the little ones on the nose; this made them very accustomed to
people. Encouraged my husband, daughter, and her friends to handle them. The
more people that handle the kittens, the easier it will be for them when they go
to a new home.
As long as the mother cat trusts you, she will not stress out over you handling
them. As you interact with them many times a day, the bond becomes stronger.
You will see if they are getting milk and if any of them have health issues.
A mother cat will reject a kitten if it’s not healthy. Attempting to keep it alive
when she refuses to care for it can be heartbreaking, but sometimes they just
know more than we do.
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Once they open their eyes, the fun begins.
As they got old enough to venture out, I introduced them to the litter box. After
they had a nap, I put them in the box. Trained early, with no accidents.
I had one kitten that was shy. He hung out by the cat tree (they had a cave in the
bottom). The others were out exploring, but not him. He got scared and pop back
in the cave. I kept dragging him out and after many days I got his attention on
something else.
Suddenly, he discovered he could run. That was all it took. He ran and ran, back
and forth, he ran so much his sides were moving in and out. After that, there was
nothing holding him back. I knew I had to work with him. It paid off as none of the
kittens we ever had feared people, and that was the goal.
One task was to introduce the kittens to having their claws clipped. I use a
fingernail clipper turned sideways. I found this to be much easier than the pet
claw clippers.
Sounds simple enough, but it’s 18 claws times the number of kittens. To top it off,
they got scared every time they heard it click. So, a one claw clip, regroup, get
control of the kitten, then clip another claw. Some were more of a handful than
others. This is where having 4 hands could be an advantage!
To get the kitten back under control, I had to use a little parental force. The
mother cat packed them around by the scruff of the neck, and I noticed how limp
and manageable they became. Hey it works! By the time they were ready to go to
homes, the claw clipping was no big deal for them.
Another problem I had with them was that they liked to bite. Playing is fine, but
sometimes they try to bite hard. Not so nice with their sharp little teeth. This is
not acceptable behavior in their new homes.
I found to deter this excessive biting was as they were biting you on the hand, was
to hold their lower jaw. They dislike this and will soon release their killer bite. This
works very well as they soon learn that hard biting is not okay. Holding of the paw
works very well, if they are insisting on using their claws. They soon learn to
retract their claws and not play so rough.
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Getting the kittens to be great pets takes time and work. This effort makes going
to a new home much more enjoyable for the kittens and the new owners.

Responsibility Issues:
If you decide to have a litter of kittens. Make it for the right reasons. You want
your children to witness the birth, is not a good reason. Believe me, it’s not
pretty. Mother cats eat the afterbirth. They need the nutrition for energy and
food for milk production.
My daughter thought she wanted to watch. And requested we wake her up, no
matter what time the event happened. She was 12 years old. Not impressed and
grossed out by the entire experience. She went back to bed within minutes.
Kids can witness births on TV animal shows. I don’t think they need to be present
to witness it in person.
I bred Freckles with a purebred chocolate point Siamese. True, neither of us had
papers on our cats, but back in 82 we exchanged money for this to happen. I sold
the 4 kittens to good homes.
Bought Andy and had a few litters with both Rascal and Freckles. One kitten died
as Freckles refused to nurse it. The vet told me that this can happen if the mother
knows the kitten won’t survive.
I sold the kittens. A decision to pursue breeding. IF I couldn’t sell any of the
kittens, I would keep them. I had 3 adult cats and 7 kittens. Commitment meant
spaying and neutering 10 cats. Care and feed them for the rest of their lives. Vet
bills could be a big price tag over the years. Of the 3 adults I had, they lived 11, 15,
and 18 years.
I bought Sammy in 1986 and bred her. She ended up with 2 stillborn kittens, one
kitten was perfect, and the 4th kitten was born with a burst hernia. I kept her and
the vet bills mounted over the 7 years she lived.
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Some are just tragic births and this one made me decided it was no longer worth
it. Heartbreaking to see 2 kittens die in the birth canal. They were alive but
suffocated before they could be born. They gave little Holly less than a 10%
chance to survive. It surprised the vets when I brought her back for a check-up in
10 days.
Even beyond the heartbreaks, kittens require lots of work. It takes dedication to
make them great pets. Leaving the mother cat to raise them won’t socialize them.
It takes people involved to handle and interact with the kittens.
With unwanted kittens in shelters, you may wonder why I buy purebred cats. It’s
not because I reject the owning of a shelter cat. The reason is I enjoy the looks
and personality of the Siamese.
My preference is purchasing from breeders that care about the health of the
Siamese. Their goal is to identify flaws in their line and breed to eliminate those.
They end up with cats that have longevity and fewer health issues. Qualities of a
breed I can count on for health and personality. Good breeders care in
maintaining the health and quality of their breed of choice.
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Cat Litter and Boxes
This section is my experience and opinion on litter.
Clay litter was the only kind I used for many years. The problem with clay is the
dust. Not so good at hiding odors either.
Cats dig around and scatter the clay outside the box, even jumping out can bring a
mess on the floor. Stepping on clay with bare feet can hurt. My other issue is the
dust, not good for cats with asthma.
Another serious concern. Cats get the clay residue on their feet. Then they wash
their feet. What damage is caused by ingesting clay litter?
One alternative I used was rabbit pellets. It’s safe and controls odor. But heavy
when wet and difficult to shake out of the litter box.
Next trial was to put newspaper on the bottom and rabbit pellets on top. It came
out of the box easier. Although I ended up with newspaper print in the box’s
bottom. If they dug deep and frantic, parts of the newspaper came to the top.
A few breeders were using corn cob bedding for litter. I continued with
newspaper on the bottom with a layer of rabbit pellets, then a layer of cob. The
cob let the urine flow into the rabbit pellets, and it was my choice for several
years.
Today I use only corn cob bedding. It is lightweight, urine sinks to the bottom
which helps control odor. No residue from the cob and of course no dust. Litter
will still end up outside the box. Although it still hurts to walk on, is not sharp as
the clay.
My concerns with other litters, such as clumping litter. If it clumps in the box
when wet, when a cat licks their feet, what happens to the residue in their gut?
No matter what choice of litter you use, one needs to explore those issues of
ingesting.
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Boxes:
There are plenty of shapes and styles of litter boxes. What you chose will depend
on your cat.
I have tried lots of boxes, even tried to train them to use the toilet. Was working
until Andy stood on the liner and it popped up and scared him, sending litter on
the bathroom floor.
If your cat is a squatter, you can use a short box. Nice size and easy to clean.
It isn’t just males trying to mark their territory, female cats are also guilty of
standing. Freckles stood up, and I got a bigger box to accommodate the litter box.
Which meant I had to wash 2 boxes. Bought a storage bin that had 3 tall sides and
a shorter entrance. Worked fine until I got Lily 35 years later.
If a cat got in the box and faced towards the short opening, it worked fine for
those that stood and peed.
Lily jumps over any side of the box and stands to pee. Tried to figure why there
was water a foot from the box until I seen her in action.
Discovered what she was doing, I placed cardboard across the front of the box. It
controlled the problem until I found a better solution. There are boxes they can
enter from the top. Was waiting for the second kitten. Could she manage the box
with the cardboard? No problem, she is a jumper like Lily.
Took measurements of how high Lily peed when standing in the litter. We picked
out a box at Lowes with similar inside dimensions of our old bin. The new box is
cheaper than an official litter box. The see-through box gives me the option to
monitor if the litter is wet without disturbing it. Now that I have 2 cats, I bought a
second box for convenience of being able to wait longer between cleanings.
As they age and can’t jump in the boxes, we will make adjustments. Having
arthritis might require a different box or a ramp.
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Feeding Cats
Opened a box and tossed dry kibble in a bowl. Provided plenty of fresh water.
Easy routine for most of my cat rearing days. 2017 changed from simple to
complicated.
But with health issues of aging Molly, it became a juggling act of what food to give
her. She was allergic to dairy products. Think… children and peanut allergies. She
had taken a few licks of whip cream and began throwing up white foam tinted
with pink. We refrained from her sneaking licks.
One time she had insisted on licking a piece of cheddar cheese. Might have
consumed ¼ teaspoon. Within 5 minutes she was throwing up white foam and
blood. Ten minutes later she was crying and pooping up a bloody stool.
I sat on the floor wiping her mouth and bottom. Rubbed her tummy. Half an hour
later she was calmer. She laid on the folded rug under my desk. The contractions
stopped. Now exhausted, we let Molly sleep. An hour later she emerged. The
entire experience was terrifying.
Molly couldn’t eat many good quality canned cat foods. She went from throwing
up to runny stools or even blood stools. In her last few years, she was on ID diet
and could tolerate only 2 kinds of canned Blue Buffalo. She sometimes threw up
chicken and salmon I had cooked. It was a challenge.
Most cats do fine with occasional dairy products. Sure, they could have a loose
stool. But never had such an allergic reaction. Lesson, not every cat can eat what
most can tolerate. Cats are incapable of knowing what can cause them to be ill.
One time unsupervised, Holly licked two-thirds of a cube of butter. Other than an
oily bottom for a few days, she survived it. She no longer was interested in licking
butter after that event.
I have had cats that ate some unusual foods. Since they didn’t get sick, once in a
while was okay. Don’t feed cats onions, garlic, chives, chocolate, or alcohol. Many
other foods cats should not eat. You can search on the internet for more info.
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Cats are not the best judges of what they should consume. So, don’t depend on
them for wise choices.
Cats need meat and should be 90% of their diet. I buy a big variety of quality
canned cat food. They contain vegetables and if it consists of 10% the ratio is
good. I cook up chicken thighs for the cats and add to their canned foods. They
get ground sirloin too.
Lily and Lucy love to eat. They gobble up what I feed them within minutes. They
don’t want dry kibble, and since I bought a bag; I wasn’t going to throw it away.
For breakfast I add hot water to the dry kibble and mix it with canned cat food,
chicken, or ground sirloin.
Cooking for their dietary needs is a task I don’t wish to pursue. Get it wrong and
you end up with health issues. So, I leave this to the quality cat food
manufacturers. Kittens nutritional needs are greater than adults.
Cats in the wild feast on rodents. Tripper would catch mice and gophers. After
tossing them around, he devoured them. Even the tail was gone. Very hard to
duplicate the food value in a mouse. The bones, internal organs, and the meat.
That is why I leave the science to the cat food manufacturer. Only suggestion is to
buy good quality cat food. It will be worth the money to see your cat in tip-top
shape, with a beautiful coat.
There are several vegetables they can consume. Cooked carrots, green beans,
broccoli, peas, spinach. Check the labels on the good quality cat food to learn
what is safe for them to eat. Canned plain pumpkin (not pumpkin pie filling).
Small amounts are good for digestion. An excellent source of fiber, too much can
cause diarrhea.
My cats love Stella & Chewy’s freeze-dried raw cat food. Give them a few at night.
Refer to them as their ‘cat cookies’. It’s expensive, and that’s why they are not
getting it for full meals.
A variety of foods makes it easier to keep them interested in eating a healthy diet.
It helps if they have an off day, you can try to offer them a different food. When
they eat the same food every day, to switch might become problematic.
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Introducing a New Cat to Your Home
Don’t expect your new cat to be thrilled with your accommodations. It will be
scary and foreign to where they were. Even picking them up from a shelter can be
traumatic.
Given the free roam of a house can send them into hiding. It is nothing personal
or a reflection on how they will adjust. They need time. They interpret big open
spaces as unsafe.
I picked up my last 2 kittens at different times and took them on a 3-hour trip to
my home. Unhappy kittens. In their minds, they needed to hide. Fight or flight. It
was something beyond what they can fathom. Flight is the natural response.
Depends how they warm up to one person will determine when they build trust.
Put them in a room with litter box, food, and water. No alarm for the first few
days, they won’t eat or drink much. Spend time with them, so they can get used
to you and unfamiliar smells.
Some cats fit right into their new surroundings. I had mixed responses from cats
we have owned.
I brought 5 ½ month old Sammy from Canada to California. She stayed at my
Dad’s house for a few days. At my in-laws for 2 days. Then 2 more days of travel
to home. Andy was eager to greet her. She loved people and cats. Never a
transition period for her or her baby Holly.
Tripper was so tiny, I packed him from room to room. Simple transition for him.
Freckles and Rascal were 6 weeks old and had gone to the pet store that morning.
They adjusted within a day.
I picked Andy up from the breeder and it was 5 minutes to home. He was 8 weeks
old and liked cats so fit right in his new home. Minnie was an 11-month-old show
cat. Plenty of handling and motel rooms. Coming to my house with lots of love
and attention was her paradise.
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Maggie was 5 ½ months old, and the change was uneventful. Maggie same
breeder as Minnie. Molly from same breeder was a whole different experience.
She was 2 ½ years old, shy, and rarely handled. It took months and months of
working with her. Closed the bedroom doors for a week.
She was Maggie’s cat. Maggie was losing weight from having lost Minnie. Maggie
quit crying and started eating, so we kept Molly. A long road to turn this cat
around into a loving, wonderful pet. The first week I contemplated taking her
back. Glimmer of hope made me determined to make this work.
The last 2 arrivals
Lily found hiding places under the freezer and behind the water heater. We
blocked the access to the hiding spots, making it easier to find her. We blocked off
2 bedrooms.
Lucy was younger, and we made those same hiding places more secure to prevent
her from finding them. With Lucy here for 5 weeks, I opened up the rooms. The
bouncing wool dryer balls freaked them out and not happy with the vacuum
cleaner either.
Vacuum cleaners are not a favorite of cats, unless they become deaf, then they
enjoy the experience of being vacuumed. Freckles sat on the back of the sofa as I
ran the brush part of it over her. Only when she became deaf was this permitted.
What noises do you have in your home?
Loud noises, as in loud music or even yelling, crying, from children. Many
breeders won’t sell their kittens to families with children under 5 years.
It is important that parents teach their children how to be gentle with cats and
kittens. Yelling and running at the new pet can scare them. Children need to learn
how to pick up a cat, so they don’t hurt or injure them. If a child gets scratched, it
could be the child has hurt or scared the cat.
-22-
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Empathy to animals is a lesson to learn. Having an animal that children can learn
to be gentle with can teach them to have compassion toward others. Helping care
for a new pet can make a child bond with the animal. When involved, they will
recognize that the pet is part of the family. A sense of responsibility for a member
of their family.
Preparing for the Arrival
You don’t want your new family member to shred your sofa. A scratching post or
cat tree will give them an opportunity to do what is natural for them. If the tree is
sturdy and high, they will feel safer. You can buy a tree or scratching post.
We designed and made our 6-foot cat tree in 1980 out of ¾ inch plywood.
Carpeted with remnants from a carpet store. Each time we have re-carpeted
floors we have requested they leave the scraps for us. (We paid for them.) Lots of
carpet scraps to recover what the cats destroy. Molly never scratched on the tree
she had a small on the floor scratcher. No carpet replacement needed. But these
2 new kittens are scratching on the tree and we will replace the carpet when it’s
frayed.
When Maggie became blind and had arthritis, we raised her food and water up off
the floor. We made a stand 3 ½ inches high to accommodate the water and food
bowl. You can buy one to fit the needs of your pets. I didn’t kick the water bowl as
often. Less mess to clean from spilt water.
Cat bed of their own is nice. Placed on the sofa, if you can afford the space. If put
on the floor, they might not use it. True, when they first come to live with you,
they hide in low places. Once comfortable, they prefer to be up higher for a view
of their surroundings.
Toys designed for cats may be dangerous. Check for parts that are chewed off or
dismantled. Tug on them to see if any parts are loose. Even if you deem them
safe, you need to check for damage after they have played with them. I have
thrown many cat toy mice away after a vigorous play session.
-23-
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Keep rubber bands, bread ties, needles, thread, string, out of reach to prevent
swallowing. I have trained myself to put rubber bands on my wrist. Even when not
at home. Super careful when I sew, even with the sewing machine. I don’t leave
pincushions out unattended.

Cat toy destroyed in 45 seconds.

Cat bowl stand.
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Cat bed on hearth.

Cat bed on loveseat.
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Cat tree built in 1980.
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Simple Instructions from The Cat

We can save you money on expensive therapy.
•Flattening our ears makes you laugh. Laughing improves your health.
•Acting silly makes you smile. Smiling relaxes you.
•We provide excellent physical therapy for your hands. A full cat’s body massage
done with enthusiasm boosts those feel-good endorphins.

Don’t think cats have a sense of humor?
•Get up from a chair. We jump in the spot. When you return, we look at you with
eyes of innocence.
•Walk past us with tangling bathrobe strings and we reach out to grab them.
•We walk in front of you and meow. You reach to pick us up and we move just far
enough ahead so it’s impossible.
•We look at the ceiling. You look. But can’t see what we’re looking at… gotcha!

We are loyal.
•We accept you no matter how you look. We don’t laugh at you in the morning!
•We don’t judge when you do something ridiculously stupid.
•We don’t desert you. Your friends might if you say something to hurt their
feelings.
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Cats vs Us

Our duties and napping.
•New items coming in the house needs a thorough inspection and approval by
the resident cat first.
•If nothing needs our immediate attention, we will take a nap.
•You can learn how to nap from a cat. Insomnia is never a problem.
•Find us missing in the afternoon, you can locate us in a sunny window trying to
unthaw.
•Walking is for the dog. Leave us alone so we can sleep. We can get plenty of
exercise keeping tabs on what’s happening in the house. Running through the
house at break-neck speed keeps us in shape.
•We don’t come when you call unless it’s to our advantage.

Important information for harmony in the house.
•We don’t compete for number one position. We are number one, even if the
kids and dog don’t think so. Cats rule, and you might need to remind the dog.
•Any water glasses on the coffee table are there for the cats. Putting in lemon
isn’t funny!
•Christmas decorations are for us to enjoy. If we can’t chew or knock them over,
why waste your time with the formality?
•Fresh hot laundry is pure delight and is there for us to slumber in until it cools.
•Locking up one cat will not keep the other one quiet. You’ll have two cats crying
on either side of the door.
•Just so you know, we don’t do mice! You’ll have to find another way to eradicate
your problem.
•‟Cats love it” means 50% chance we won’t.

This book is a product of Two Felines, hope you enjoyed.

Two Felines
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